Error Identification

Each sentence contains four underlined words or phrases, marked A, B, C, D. One of these is incorrect. Identify the underlined part that is wrong, then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and mark the letter that corresponds to the answer you have chosen.

Example
People in the USA have recently taken to travelling to work on bicycle to an increasing extent.
A B C D

The answer is D

1. The hotel receptionist asked us what would we like for breakfast, and what time to bring it to our room.
(A) (B) (C) (D)

2. After ten years of study in the department of Biology at the University, Tom became interested to do research in genetics.
(A) (B) (C) (D)

3. If Mary and Clare didn’t both have children they wouldn’t be such a patient teacher.
(A) (B) (C) (D)

4. Ever since she was a young girl, Anne has always enjoyed playing tennis, roller-skating and to go horse-riding.
(A) (B) (C) (D)

5. The company down the road, which products we have always bought willingly, has raised its prices so much, we have had to look for another supplier.
(A) (B) (C) (D)

6. It’s strange that out of the whole family, only Sandra’s cousin is really interested to talk to.
(A) (B) (C) (D)

7. When Andrew saw what we had done to his new car he began to get very furiously.
(A) (B) (C) (D)

8. When Tommy and Sally come over from the States this summer, we must take them to sea and visit that restaurant you like so much.
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Sentence Completion

Beneath each sentence you will find four words or phrases, marked A, B, C, D. Choose the word/phrase that best completes the sentence. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and mark the letter that corresponds to the answer you have chosen.

Example:
In America, ......... a growing demand for Indonesian food.
A) there is    B) it is    C) it    D) there

The answer is A.

   A. am       B. have been   C. was   D. were

10. We visited .........
    A. the Canada and United States
    B. the Canada and the United States
    C. Canada and United States
    D. Canada and the United States

11. He ......... sixty on March 7 next year.
    A. will be       B. is being   C. will have   D. will be having

12. The law is clear: you ......... have a tax number to work.
    A. are obligated   B. must       C. should   D. are able to

13. I ......... the bus every morning in front of the station.
    A. get up       B. get on   C. get down   D. get in

14. We ......... reduce staff before the recession hits.
    A. need       B. need to       C. must to   D. have

15. The law says that if you haven’t got a valid driving licence, you ......... drive.
    A. can’t to       B. wouldn’t       C. haven’t to   D. mustn’t